Optimal medical therapy, lifestyle intervention, and secondary prevention strategies for cardiovascular event reduction in ischemic heart disease.
Medical and lifestyle secondary prevention strategies are essential components for reducing cardiovascular risk, irrespective of whether revascularization is performed. In patients with coronary artery disease (CAD), recent clinical trials have further clarified the management of lipid optimization, renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system inhibition, antiplatelet therapy, and diabetes. Still, many questions remain with regard to optimal secondary prevention strategies in patients with CAD. Despite the significant reductions in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality with secondary prevention therapies demonstrated in clinical trials, long-term adherence to these interventions remains relatively low, with reasons being multifactorial. One promising method to improve compliance is the use of trained nurses/case managers to routinely follow medications, and provide both lifestyle and behavioral counseling. Implementation of this strategy led to significant improvements in medication compliance and risk factor optimization, although these results require confirmation in a randomized clinical study. Given that poor compliance has been associated with worsening cardiovascular outcomes, effective CAD management should include strategies for improving patient adherence to therapies that have proven benefits.